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of the god the special Argha or the offering (23)* After
having washed the phalic emblem, he should purify his hand
with flowers and bunches of Kusha grass consecrated with
the Bridmantra, and make the same permeated with the
essence of Shiva, place it on his head, and contemplate him-
self as identical with htm, the first cause and who is the
omniscient one, and accordingly whose effulgent self is the
chief factor in the sacrifice. The preceptor, .holding the
sword of true knowledge in his hand, should meditate upon
the god. Subsequent to that he should go to the south west
corner of the sacrificial shed fully purified with all the
necessary rites of purification, and lay down therein the
washings of the Argha, the composition known as the
Panchagavya and all other articles essential to the sacrifice*
After having laid them down with his face turned towards
the north, the preceptor should collect together the stems
of Kusha grass lying scattered on the sacrificial platform, and
spread them out in the small jar in the south eastern corner
thereof (24—28)* The gods presiding over the human house-
holds should be worshipped in the south western corner of the
sacrificial shed, the goddess Laksmi at its door, and after
that the pitcher placed on ali sorts of sacrificial seeds facing
the west. (29). Then the bull riding god, together with the
goddess bestriding a lion and the Vardhini (sacrificial jar)
should be worshipped with the Pranava mantra, and
in the pitcher the god Shiva should be worshipped with
his attendants, and the divine weapon in the Vardini
(30), In the different quarters of the heaven, the presi-
ding deities such as Indra, etc., together with the gods
Brahma! Vishnu and Shiva, shoald be worshipped, and
the preceptor having taken in. his hand the Vardini, which
should be carried behind the pitchers, should read out the
mandate of the god Shiva; and the ground should be im-
pressed with the mark of an unbroken jet of water by utter-
ing the principal Mantra of the god (31—32). This mark or

